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NOMENCLATURE

An Coefficient in finite-difference equations, Equation B-8a

A. Constant in the van Driest damping function in mixing-length model, Equation 57

Ap Projected area of a rib within the control volume, 2nr(Sy)

Arc Area open to radial conduction between ribs, Equation 20

As Surface area of roughness element within control volume

Ax Area normal to x-axis, Figure 2 and Equation 2

Ay Area normal to y-axis, Figure 2 and Equation 2

Bn Coefficient in finite-difference equations, Equation B-8b

Cp Specific heat of fluid

C Empirical constant in alternative rib Nusselt number model, Equation A-I

CD Local-element drag coefficient, Equation 7

Cn Coefficient in finite-difference equations, Equation B-8c

Cp Local-element pressure coefficient, Equation 69

C l, C2 Empirical constants in pressure-coefficient relation, Equations 70 and 73

d Effective radial-flow blockage for a single rib, Figure 7 and Equation 66

D Tube diameter
1L

Dn Coefficient in the finite-difference equations, Equation B-8d

En Coefficient in canonical equations, Equation B-lld

Er Ratio of rib heat-transfer coefficient to smooth-wall heat-transfer coefficient

ff Fanning friction factor, Equation 12

fD Darcy friction factor, 4 ff

FA Area-factor parameter for roughness element, text below Equation 21



FD Drag force of element acting on control volume, Equation 7

h Average convective heat-transfer coefficient

h Local convective heat-transfer coefficient

k Rib height

K Thermal conductivity of fluid

KT Turbulent eddy thermal conductivity

_m Prandti mixing length, Equation 57

L Rib spacing (pitch), Figures 2 and 7

L Eddy viscosity parameter, Equation 15

L** Eddy conductivity parameter, Equation 48 or Equation A-7

L*** Eddy conductivity parameter for separated region, Equation A-8

rh Mass-flow rate of fluid

m Empirical constant in alternative rib Nusselt number model, Equation A-1

N Number of points in finite-difference grid, Figure B-I

Nelem Number of rib elements in the control volume

Nu Tube Nusselt number, Equation 41

NUaug Augmented Nusselt number in alternative energy-equation solution, Equations A-9

and A-12

NUrib Rib-element Nusselt number

NUsmooth Nusselt number of smooth-wall tube

Nu H Constant heat-flux Nusselt number

NuT Constant wall-temperature Nusselt number

P Pressure

Pb Uniform base pressure on leeward side of rib



Pr Molecular Prandti number, Equation 60

PrT Turbulent Prandtl number. F:xluation59

t] Heat tlux

Rate of heat transfer between control volume and rib t.Acments

r Local radius

R Tube radius; also, grid step-size ratio in Equation B-2

ReD Tube Re)nolds number, Equation 16

Rek Rib Reynolds number, Equation A-2

T Local fluid temperature

TO Wall temperature

Tri b Rib temperature (taken to be T0)

u Local axial velocity

v Local radial velocity

Um Mean axial velocity

U* Friction velocity, Equations 71 and 72

w Rib width; also, solution variable in the finite-difference equation (B-I)

x Streamwise coordinate (along tube axis)

X Any distance x beyond the hydrodynamic entrance length

Xe Hydrodynamic entrance length, Figure 3

y Coordinate normal to tube wall, 1 - r

Greek

o_ Thermal diffusivity, K/(pc p)

13x Blockage factor, percent area open to flow in x-direction

xii



_y Blockage factor, percent area open to flow in y-direction

[3s Radial heat conduction blockage factor, (L-w)/L or Equation A-5

y Reattachment length downstream of rib element divided by rib height; also,

coefficient of linearized differential equation, Equation B-I

YL y for a square rib as a function of L/k

Yw y for a single rib as a function of w/k

Yss y for a single square rib

8x Length of control volume, Figure 2

8y Thickness of control volume, Figure 2

rl Coordinate in finite-difference solution, ._

0 Dimensionless temperature, Equation 28

_'n Coefficient in canonical equations, Equation B-1 lc

_t Dynamic viscosity of fluid

_T Turbulent eddy viscosity

v Kinematic viscosity of fluid, ffp

p Density of fluid

x Fluid shearing stress

xw Fluid shearing stress acting on the wall

to Weighting factor in alternative energy-equation solution, Equation A-11

Superscripts

r Indicates nondimensionalization (i.e., _ = y/R, except _ = u/Urn)

+ Indicates an inner-region dimensionless coordinate

xiii



Subscripts:

cycle Indicates that the quantity is averaged over the length of the rib cycle

i Iteration count

m Indicates a mean value

ref Indicates reference to a smooth-wall value

0 Indicates value evaluated at wall (y = O)
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VALIDATED HEAT-TRANSFER AND PRESSURE-DROP
PREDICTION METHODS BASED ON THE DISCRETE-ELEMENT METHOD:

PHASE Ii, TWO-DIMENSIONAL RIB ROUGHNESS

by

C.A. James, B.K. Hodge, and R.P. Taylor

SUMMARY

Enhanced heat-transfer surfaces can significantly increase the thermal performance of

heat exchangers. However, industrial applications of such surfaces are limited; a major

barrier to their use is the lack of reliable methods for the prediction of pressure-drop and

heat-transfer performance. Validated methods used to predict the performance of proposed

enhanced heat-transfer surfaces can be divided into three categories: (1) first-principle

predictions, (2) mechanistic-based models, and (3) empirical correlations.

First-principle prediction methods solve the appropriate Reynolds-averaged equations

using turbulence models. These methods compute the complete spatial details of the flow and

energy fields in a time-averaged sense. Turbulent closure for the first-principle methods is

based on empirical data at a very fundamental level. At the present time, these methods are

primarily research tools. Although they give the most detailed information, their use requires

considerable computational resources and technical expertise.

Much of the pressure-drop and heat-transfer data available to engineers has

traditionally been presented as empirical correlations. Using dimensional analysis and

statistical curve-fit techniques, relatively simple relationships between dimensionless groups

can be established. For smooth-wall tubes, these relationships are typically friction factors as

a function of Reynolds number and Nusselt number as a function of Reynolds and Prandtl

numbers. For enhanced surfaces, the number of dimensionless groups increases, and

expressions that fit the data over more than narrow bands are difficult to ascertain. The

empirical correlations cannot be used to extrapolate into untested regions for the investigation

of possible optimized geometries.



Mechanistic-based models attempt to use the experimental information at an

intermediate level between the first-principle method and the empirical correlation approaches.

Mechanisms are postulated for the interaction of the flow field and the surface-roughness

elements. The mechanistic-based models result in a set of differei_tial equations, which are

averaged temporally and spatially in the axial direction. These methods are much less

computationally complex than the first-principle methods, and they have a broader range of

application than the empirical correlations. Thus, mechanistic-based models provide the heat-

exchanger specialist with an economical tool for enhanced-surface selection and design.

In this report, a mechanistic model is developed and validated for predicting friction

factors and Nusselt numbers for hydrodynamically and thermally fully developed, constant-

property, turbulent flows in tubes with two-dimensional rib-roughness in the separation-

reattachment regime. Mechanistic models that account for surface-roughness effects are

broadiv classified as either equivalent sandgrain or discrete-element models. The equivalent

sandgrain model, which attempts to relate the characteristics of a roughened surface to a well-

accepted standard, is not viewed here as a predictive tool. The discrete-element model

captures the physical effects of flow over a roughened surface by considering skin-friction

and heat-transtbr contributions of both the smooth surface between roughness elements and of

the roughness elements themselves. In the discrete-element method, the effects of the

roughness elements on the flow field are incorporated into the Reynolds-averaged governing

equations (continuity, x-momentum, and energy) by considering that the roughness elements

create a blockage to the flow field, exert drag forces on the flow field, and transfer heat to or

from the flow field. The discrete-element method does not attempt to resolve the details of

the flow over and around the roughness elements, but it endeavors to capture the spatially

averaged effects of the roughness elements over a control volume containing a significant

sample of roughness elements.

Closure in the discrete-element approach is required for both the turbulence and the

roughness models. Turbulent closure is achieved with a conventional mixing-length model

with van Driest damping, and roughness-model closure is achieved by numerically

determining the values of roughness-model functional relations required to produce agreement

with selected empirical data from the literature. The discrete-element momentum equation is



solved for the velocity profile by using an iterative approach; the converged velocity profile is

used to find both the constant F.eat-flux and temperature solutions at the surface for the

energy equation. Agreement with classical relations for the turbulent friction factor and

Nusselt number for smooth walls is excellent.

The mechanistic model for rib roughness takes into account the lengths of the

separated regions upstream and downstream of the rib, the form-drag that the rib exerts on the

fluid, the effect of rib height on the viscous sublayer, the effective value of a turbulent

Prandtl number for rib-roughness flows, and the local enhancement of heat transfer on the rib.

Roughness-model functional relations are determined from the extensive data set of Webb et

al. (1971). The rib-roughness-model friction-factor computations are in excellent agreement

with these data. The hydraulically smooth, transitionally rough, and fully rough flow regimes

are accurately delineated and predicted. Friction-factor predictions with otl_er data sets from

the literature are good to excellent, with significant deviations of the predictions from the data

only for rib height-to-diameter ratios of 10% or greater. Nusselt number predictions for the

data of Webb et al. and for other data sets from the literature are good to excellent. The

validated range for the rib-roughness model encompasses rib height-to-diameter ratios from

0.01 to 0.0625, rib height-to-width ratios from 0.254 to 1, and rib pitch-to-height ratios from

10 to 40. Within this validation range, the uncertainties in the model predictions are ±7 to

±16% for the friction factor and ±11 to ±27% for the Nusselt number.





SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION

Surface roughness is a commonly used approach for enhancing the rate of heat

transfer of surfaces, such as in heat-exchanger tubes. Because the improved thermal

performance of roughened surfaces is at the expense of increased flow resistance (increased

pressure drop or friction factor), accurate prediction techniques for determining the friction

factors and Nusselt numbers tbr roughened surfaces are required if such features are to be

considered as design options.

This report presents the results of the second phase of a research program sponsored

by Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) to validate models for the prediction of friction

factors and Nusselt numbers for fully developed turbulent flow in enhanced heat-exchanger

tubes. The first phase (Taylor and Hodge 1992a) was concerned with v_idating a roughness

model for turbulent flow in tubes internally roughened with three-dimensional distributed

roughness elements, such as sandgrains, spheres, hemispheres, and cones. The second phase

is concerned with devising and v_idating methods for the prediction of friction factors and

Nusselt numbers for turbulent flow in tubes internally roughened with repeated, two-

dimensional ribs aligned perpendicular to the flow, as shown in Figure 1. The ribs are spaced

sufficiently lhr apart that the leeward-side separated flow reattaches to the wall belbre again

separating in order to negotiate the next rib. This heat-transfer enhancement mechanism is

called the separation and reattachment mechanism, alter Rabas (1989). This work is lirnited

to rectangular rib shapes.

One approach to predicting the heat-transfer and frictional characteristics of enhanced

tube geometries is to numerically solve the flow field about the specified roughness geometry

by using the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations. Arman and Rabas (1992), for

example, discuss details of the development of a Navier-Stokes technique for repeated rib-

type roughness inside tubes. This method is an excellent tool for gaining insight into the

mechanisms of heat transfer and the frictional characteri,_tics of enhanced surfaces, but at

present it is not suitable as a design tool because of the computer resources and the user

expertise required.
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Flow

' _-- Reattachment polnt
Separated Flow Regions

Fig. 1 Typical rib-roughened surface with flow separation and
reattachment.

An alternative approach is to devise a mechanism-based model that captures the

physical effects of the flow over a roughened surface and to use that model to predict the

heat-transfer and frictional characteristics of the roughened surface. Such modeling efforts

i typically fall into two basic categories: (1) the equivalent sandgrain approach and (2) the

discrete-element approach.

The equivalent sandgrain approach, introduced by Schlichting (1936), describes the

frictional characteristics of a rough surface as being equivalent to a particular sandgrain size,

ks, based on the extensive sandgrain roughness experiments of Nikuradse (1933). A well-

known example of this approach for determining friction factors in commercial pipes and

tubing is the classic Moody diagram (1944). In the Moody diagram, the roughness value

assigned to a particular tube is actually an equivalent sandgrain size, a hydrodynamic

parameter, not the measured roughness of the tube surface. Some shortcomings of the

equivalent sandgrain approach are that (1) experimental data are required for a surface,

(2) many surfaces do not behave as equivalent sandgrain throughout a wide Reynolds number

range, and (3) direct application of the Reynolds analogy to determine the heat-transfer

coefficients from the friction characteristics is not successful for 'all forms of roughness

(different types of rough surfaces with identical values of ks may exhibit different heat-

transfer characteristics).

The discrete-t:lement approach follows the basic idea that tile skin friction and heat-

transfer characteristics of a rough surface are composed of two distinct contributions: (1) that

due to the roughness elements and (2) that due to the smooth surface between the roughness



elements. This concept was introduced by Schlichting (1936) as an alternative explanation of

the surface resistance mechanisms in the same paper in which he introduced the equivalent

sandgrain roughness concept. In the discrete-element method, the effects of the roughness

elements on the flow field are incorporated into the governing equations by considering that

the roughness elements create a blockage to the flow field, exert drag forces on the flow field,

and transfer heat locally to or from the flow field. This approach incorporates more of the

fundamental physics of the flow than methods based on the traditional equivalent sandgrain

concept and requires only generalized empirical input, rather than specific experimental data

for each surt:ace under consideration. The primary objective is to determine the overall

friction and heat-transfer (Nusselt number) characteristics of the roughened surface, The

discrete-element method does not attempt to resolve the details of the complicated flow field

in the vicinity of each roughness element, but rather attempts to capture the averaged effects

of the roughness elements over a small but finite space containing a significant sample of

roughness elements.

Various prediction methods based on the discrete-element method have been

presented (Finson 1975, Adams and Hodge 1977, Finson and Wu 1979, Finson and Clark

1980, tin and Bywater 1980, Finson 1982, Christoph 1982, Christoph and Pletcher 1983).

For more than a decade, researchers at Mis:iissippi State University (MSU) have been

studying surface roughness effects and implementing the discrete-element meth_d to predict

these effects. Taylor et al. (1984, 1985), starting with the basic idea proposed by Schlichting

and building on the works cited above, derived the discrete-element method for two-

dimensional boundary-layer flow. Excellent agreement between this discrete-element method

and experimental data has been obtained for both heat transfer and skin friction in

aerodynamic turbulent boundary layers over surfaces roughened with three-dimensional

distributed roughness elements (Hosni et al. 1989, 1991) and for friction factors and Nusselt

numbers in fully developed turbulence in tubes roughened with three-dimensional roughness

elements (Scaggs et al. 1988a, Taylor et ai. 1988, Scaggs et al. 1988b, and Taylor and Hodge

1992a, 1992b).

The formulations of the two-dimensional rib-roughness models follow the same

approach as the three.dimensional formulation of Taylor and Hodge (1992a, 1992b), with the



recognition that the basic mechanisms governing the physical interaction of two-dimensional

roughness with the flow differ significantly from those of three-dimensional distributed

roughness, In considering the mechanisms of flow over two.dimensional ribs, the present

investigation incorporates many of the basic premises of an earlier exploratory effort (Taylor

and Hodge 1985a, 1989) in predicting frictional characteristics of rib roughness. The effort

reported herein results in a marked improvement in the prediction of friction factors for rib-

roughened tubes when compared with the earlier exl_loratory study. The present model also

includes an energy-equation solution for prediction or"Nusselt numbers for rib-roughened

tubes. Computed predictions using this technique also compare very favorably with

experimental data from the heat.transfer literature. The general organization of the work

presented herein is discussed in the following paragraph,

Section II presents the derivation of the discrete-element form of the governing

equations of continuity, momentum, and energy exchange, This section also discusses the

concepts of hydrodynamically and thermally fully developed flow as applied to flow through

rib-roughened tubes. Section III discusses the empirical turbulence and roughness models

necessary tot closure of the governing equations. Section IV outlines the solution procedure,

' ' a 'Section V presents the callbr tlon of the roughness models and comparison of the computed

results with experimental data sets, Section VI examines the range of geometries over which

the present models have been validated and the expected uncertainties in friction factor and

Nusselt number within these ranges. Section VII provides concluding remarks and

recommendations for further study,

Appendix A reviews alternative formulations and modeling techniques tbr the energy

equation. Appendix B summarizes the finite-difference procedure used in the solution

procedure, Appendix C identifies the tube geometries used in the validation and gives the

physical geometries and experimental data points for each.



SECTION II

FORMULATION OF THE DISCRETE.ELEMENT GOVERNING EQUATIONS
FOR FULLY DEVELOPED FLOW IN A RIB.ROUGHENED TUBE

In the discrete-element method, the effects of roughness on the flow field are

considered an integral part of the flow problem, The roughness effects are directly

incorporated into the governing equations by applying the laws of conservation of mass,

momentum, and energy to a control volume, which accounts for the effects of the roughness

elements as well as the smooth portions of the wall on the fluid within the control volume.

Such a control volume for a circular tube with rectangular ribs is shown in Figure 2. This

control volume is a cylindrical shell of thickness 8y located such that the roughness elements

penetrate the control volume. The length, 8x, spans several roughness elements so that the

details of the flow field between the elements are not resolved, but are accc_unted for in a

spatially averaged sense by a roughness model. The roughness effects on the control volume

are the physical blockages to the flow, the drag forces exerted by the elements, and the local

heat transfer to or from the elements.
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For single-phase fluids, the flow is taken to be steady and incompressible, with

constant fluid properties and negligible viscous dissipation. Moreover, only hydrodynamically

and thermally fully developed conditions are considered.

The rib-roughness geometry considered is uniformly spaced, rectangular-shaped ribs

of constant height and width aligned perpendicular to the tube axis and spaced sufficiently far

apart that the separation and reattachment mechanism is present. The equations derived in

tl-.issection, however, are not limited to ribs of rectangular shape or to rib spacings in which

the separation and reattachment mechanism is present, but apply to any rib geometry in which

the size, shape, and spacing are uniform with the ribs perpendicular to the tube axis. The

additional restrictions that the ribs be of rectangular shape with separation and reattachment

are necessary only in the particular roughness models to be discussed in Section III.

I1.1 The Continuity Equation

The continuity equation is obtained by applying conservation of mass to the fluid

passing through the control volume. Because the amount of mass within the control volume

is constant for steady flow, con'_ervation of mass simply states that the rate of mass leaving

the control volume must equal the rate of mass entering the control volume. With mass-flow

rate ria = puA x, a mass-liow balance on the control volume shown in Figure 2 results in

(PuA_,)x.8.," (PuA_,)_,+ (p vAy)y.sy - (p vAy)y = 0 (1)

The areas Ax and Ay are given by

Ax _ 2 rt r(Sy) _x (2)

Ay = 2 _ r(8.g) _y

The blockage factors 13x and _y account for the presence of the roughness elements and are

defined as the traction of area open to flow in the planes perpendicular to the axial (x) and

radial (y) directions, respectively. Substituting these expressions into Equation I, dividing by

8xSy, taking the limit as 8x and 8y approach zero, and assuming constant density yields



I1

a (ufJ,)+ ar--d N(rvp ) --0 c3)

Note that it may seem inconsistent to let Gx approach zero after assuming that fix is a finite

length spanning several ribs, but, as discussed in the folh, wing section, Gx can b,.. considered

to approach zero in comparison with the overall tube length required to satisfy the fully

developed flow assumption.

11.2 Fully Developed Flow tn Rib-Roughened Tubes

Figure 3 depicts the developing flow region near the entrance of a tube. A unitbrm,

steady flow enters the tube from a reservoir, and the no-slip condition requires the fluid

velocity to be zero at the tube wall. A viscous boundary layer tbrms on the tube wall and

grows in thickness as the flow progresses downstream. The uniform, inviscid core region

gradually disappears as the boundary layer grows to fill the entire tube after some distance

Xe, called the hydrodynamic entrance length. For x > Xe the velocity profiles are essentially

unchanged, and the flow is said to be hydrodynamically fully developed.

Based on these observations, the usual starting point in the analysis of fully

developed smooth-wall tube flow is to assume an axial velocity that varies radially. With

Lintforrr_
Entra n,: e Fully - Developed
Profile [_oundclr y- Lc]yer Profile

\ Growth

Boundery Layer

Inviscid D

// _- Developing
4" Profile

Entrclnce De(]_on Fully-Develope, t
Region

Fig.3 FlewdcvelopmemIntheentranceregionof a tube.
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these assumptions, v -- 0 and u = u(r), and the smooth-wall continuity equati,_n reduces to

o3u/o_xz du/dx = 0. This condition leads to simplification of the remaining governing

equations .These fully developed flow characteristics are frequently applied to rib-roughened

tube flow with little regard for meaning or appropriateness. Some discussion of the meaning

of thlly developed flow for rib-roughened tubes is in order.

It is easy to verify the appropriateness of the fully developed flow assumption in

smooth-wall tubes using scaling arguments. The continuity equation i'or a smooth-wall tube

is identical to that lbr the rib-roughened _ube as given by Equation 3, with _3,_= Dy = !. A

scale analysis of this equation for a section of tube located some distance X from the tube

entrancesuch that X > Xe > R shows that, with y .-.r .-. R and x - X, the scale of the radial

velocity is

R

v ,- (-_/u (4)

It is evident from Equation 4 that the radial velocity, v, is negligible as compared to the axial

velocity, u. With v -- O, the continuity equation reduces to ¢)u/3x = du/dx = O. Thus, fully

developed flow exists in any section of tube located sufficiently far fi'om the entrance that the

scale of v is negligible.

Invoking either of the above arguments (intuitive or scaling) to justify the existence

of fully developed flow in a rib-roughened tube should raise some suspicions. One would

expect that in the vicinity of the rib elements, significant radial components of velocity (v),

velocity gradient (rgv/oqy),and pressure gradient (cgPhgy)would nullify the c')u/_x = 0

assumption and its resulting simplifications.

However, if the regions in the vicinity of the rib elements where c')u/_x_: 0 are small

enough that within the main flow field or core of the tube _u/o_x= O, then assumptions

applicable to full development apply. Experiments have shown that the region where _u/_)x ;_

0 extends about three rib heights from the wall into the core flow (Bcrger and Hau 1979).

The ribs in most rib-roughened enhanced heat-transfer tubes are small enough that the overall

flow can be treated as fully developed.
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If the ribs are large enough to produce a repeated series of vena contractae in the

main flow fieJd, there is significant core-flo_, acceleration and deceleration and, Ou/0x ;_ 0

everywhere within the tube. However, if the rib geometry and rib spacing, L, are constant,

the velocity profile becomes periodic in x after a few rib cycles. The velocity profile at a

location x is then identical to the velocity profiles at the corresponding locations (x + nL) of

any succeeding rib cycle. Such a flow is termed periodic fully developed flow. If the axial

velocity is averaged over a complete fib cycle such that

1 f udx (5)
Ueye/e = Z Jcyc

then 0Ucycle/OX "" 0. With the control-volume length, 8x, spanning several rib elements, the x-

averaging of u as well as 13x is automatically accomplished in the derivation of the continuity

equation as 8x is made to approach zero (in comparison with X). Because the x-averaging

process is inherent in this method, the cycle subscript may be dropped, and it is henceforth to

be understood that all variables are spatially averaged in the x-direction over the control

volume And so, for the purposes of this analysis, the Ou/Ox= 0 assumption applies for fully

developed fib-roughened flow, as well as for smooth-wall flow inside tubes. For constant rib

shape and pitch, it is also apparent that O_lx/0X= 0.

With the spatially averaged notion qualified, it is now appropriate to return to the

scale analysis of Equation 3, this time with blockage effects included. In the spatially

averaged sense, 13x - 13y. Also, because the effects of the details between the roughness

elements are replaced by a roughness model, x scales on the global level of X as in the

smooth-wall case, rather than scaling on the local level of boundary-layer development

between fibs. With 13x- 13yand x - X, the scale of v is given again by Equation 4, which

shows that on the global level v - 0 and is negligible in the analysis.

II.3 The Momentum Equation

The momentum equation in the axial direction ;_sobtained by applying conservation

of momentum to the fluid passing through the control volume. For steady, fully developed
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flow, the external forces on the control volume must sum to zero. Balancing the pressure

forces, drag forces, and shear forces shown in Figure 2 results in

0 - (PAx) x - (PAx)x. _ - Fo - (_A_)y + (_Ay)y+ay (6)

The drag force, FD, exerted on the flow field by the rib elements may be expressed

in terms of a local drag coefficient, C D, such that

where Ap is the projected area of a slice of a single rib within the control volume and Nelem

- (_5x)/Lis the number of elements within the control volume. Below the crests of the fibs,

Ap = 2_r(_iy), but above the crest of the fibs, Ap = 0. Introducing an artificial drag

coefficient of CD = 0 above the crests of the ribs accomplishes the same effect as a zero

projected area; therefore, it is appropriate as well as convenient to let Ap = 2r:r(_iy) both

above and below the crests of the fibs. Substituting into Equation 6, using the two

expressions in Equation 2 for Ax and Ay, dividing by _Sx_Sy,and taking the limit as 5x and

8y approach zero yields

0 = r O([3xp) + 1 ru2 _ 0
--_ -_ p Co z --_([Jyrx ) (8)

Introducing the turbulent eddy viscosity to express the turbulent shear stress as a

gradient diffusion term analogous to molecular shear stress (the Boussinesq hypothesis, White

1991), the total shear stress can be modeled as

(_ = IJ.1+-- --_
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Substituting Equation 9 into Equation 8 and applying the fully developed flow

simplifications (_13x/3x= 0 and _gP/_x= dP/dx = constant), the momentum equation for

constant property flow reduces to the following ordinary differential equation:

rO,,-_ i oco z u - _, rpy l +-- -_o

The boundary conditions are taken to be

y -0, u -0

du (11)
y- R, -0

dy

The momentum equation may be cast in a more convenient form by introducing

dimensionless quantities and parameters. Combining the Fanning friction factor, defined as

h. 1 2 (12)

i pit;,

with the force balance on the tube cross section of Figure 4, given by

2rcR zwd.x = [p-(p +dp)]nR 2 (13)

yields Equation 14, the expression for dP/dx in terms of the friction factor:

dP _ PlY U_ (14)-_= -T

Introducing the dimensionless variables fi = u/U m, _ = y/R, _ = r/R = I - ._, defining the eddy

viscosity parameter as

L*=_y 1 +_
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Fig, 4 ControlvolumeIllustratingthe forcebalanceon
an Infinitesimallengthof tube.

and the tube Reynolds number as

2 0 U,.R (16)Re O =

rearranging, and letting prime (/) denote differentiation with respect to _ yields

(a// + __a / - 1 1-----.Re D CDa a + --z-7.._xReoff(t-_ = 0 (17)
2/,'--

with boundary conditions

y _0, a-0 (18)
y - 1, t2/ -- 0

11.4 The Energy Equation

The energy equation is obtained by applying conservation of energy to the fluid

passing through the control volume. For this development, it is assumed that one can neglect

the viscous shear work done on the fluid, that the changes in kinetic and potential energy are

negligible in comparison with changes in internal energy, and that the heat conducted axially

through the control volume is negligible compared to the heat conducted radially. When

considering these assumptions, the conservation of energy statement for the control volume is

(_ + (_Ar¢)y - (_Are)y._y = (thceT)z.sz - (thcpT)x (19)
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The area Arc is the area open to radial conduction between the rib elements, given by

Arc - 2nrSx _s (20)

where 13s is the smooth-wall fraction of the control volume length, or simply (L-w)/L.

The Q represents the heat transferred locally to the fluid directly from the rib

elements, which can be expressed in terms of a local convective heat-transfer coefficient, hrib,

the rib surface area exposed to the control volume, As, and the local temperature diflbrence

between the rib and fluid as

(_ = hnbA,N, um(rnb - T) (21)

It is convenient to express As for ribs in a circular tube as As = 2rtrFA; for rectangular ribs,

the area factor, FA, is equal to 28y below the crests of the ribs, the rib width (w) at the crest

of the ribs, and zero above the crests. Using the tube diameter as the characteristic length,

the rib Nusse!t number is defined as

hnb(2R) (22)Nu,_ = K

Takingtheribtemperaturetobethewalltemperature(Trib = To),substitutingtheexpressions

forA sandNelemandEquation22 intoEquation21 yields

O -_Nu,u,xFAnrSx(r°- 73 (23_RL

Using the expressions for ria, Ax, Arc, and Q in Equation 19, dividing by tSxSy, and taking the

limit as 8x and 8y approach zero results in

NunbK Far
r Cg(puf_xcpT) _ c9(rfJ,_/) = 02RL8y (to-T)- a_ "_

(24)

Introducing the turbulent eddy conductivity, KT, the Boussinesq hypothesis for

turbulent heat flux allows the total heat flux to be expressed as
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Kr OT (25)

Substituting this expression for _t into Equation 24 and noting that for constant-property, fully

developed flow, b(pu[3xCp)/_x --0, the energy equation becomes

NunbKFar (To - T)- our_,9 c_2RL6y -- _

withboundaryconditions

y.0, T-to
(27)

y. R, ---OT- 0
oy

i

ii.5ThermallyDevelopedFlow inRlb-RoughenedTubes

As discussedinSectionII.2,theentranceregionofa tubeisa developing-flow

regioninwhicha viscousboundarylayerdevelopsand growsuntiltheviscouseffectsreach

thetubecenterlineandthevelocityprofilebecomesfullydeveloped,with_u/c')x= 0. A

similar phenomenon occurs with the temperature-prolile development at the entrance of a

heated or cooled tube. Figure 5 shows conceptually the effect of subjecting a fully developed

isothermal flow to a sudden change in tube surface temperature. The thermal boundary-layer

thickness increases as the surface heat-conduction effects are diffused radially inward until

they merge at the tube centerline. The resulting thermally developed temperature profile is

not defined by o_T/Ox= 0; such a condition would imply an adiabatic flow. The thermally

developed conditions are instead such that the dimensionless temperature no longer varies

with x; that is, b0/o3x -- 0.
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Thermal Boundary-Layer
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t

Fig, 5 Schematic Illustration of thermally developed flow.

0 . To-T (28)
To-r .

The mean temperature, Tm (sometimes called the bulk temperature or mixing cup

temperature), is the fluid temperature at a particular x location, energy-averaged over tile

cross section and defined by

f_pu%r_
T, ,, (29)

f,,puc/,,t

For constant-property, smooth-wall tube flow this reduces to

2 fo"r.= v.R2 ,r,.e,

In experimental work, it is easier to determine that thermally developed flow is

achieved when the local convective heat-transfer coefficient, h, defined such that

_o=h(r0-r,.) _31)

becomes independent of the streamwise coordinate, x. This characteristic is not mere

coincidence but is a direct result of the t30/tgx = 0 condition. With O0/Ox = O, it follows that

0 and (thus)/)0/Oy are functions only of y, so that
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i) ( To- T ) -(OT/_ ,_f(x) (32) ffi0y f0:r ° r0-r.

Since the velocity of the fluid at the wall is zero, the heat transferred in the fluid layer

immediately adjacent to the wall is by conduction and is given by Fourier's Law

-I((OT) (33)

Combining Equations 3! and 33 and substituting into Equation 32 yields

:(ar/oy)o. h(ro-r.) ,' f(x) (34)
r0-r, r(r0-r.,)

Thus, for constant property, thermally developed flows, h is independent of x.

The above requirements of thermally developed flow apply only to smooth-wall tube

flows, but they are often taken as empirical facts that apply to rough-wall tube flows as well,i

Taylor and Hodge (1992a) treat these assumptions theoretically and conclude that three-

dimensional distributed-roughness.dominated flows become thermally developed (as

characterized by a constant heat-transfer coefficient) much faster than smooth-wall flows, and

that for such flows, t30/r)x= 0 also applies, For flow through a rib-roughened tube, however,

the local heat-transfer coefficient, h, varies considerahly in the streamwise directi(.) due t() the

separation and reattachment mechanism between the ribs, This local heat-transfer distribution

has been the subject of a number of experimental investigations (see Baughn and Roby 1992,

Berger and Hau 1979, for example), In such experiments, it has been found that after a few

rib cycles the local heat-transfer coefficients become periodic with rib cycles, This condition

is analogous to the periodic velocity profiles of periodic, fully developed flow and is often

appropriately referred to in the heat-transfer literature as periodic, thermally developed flow,

A result of this periodic behavior is that the heat-transfer coefficient x-averaged over a

complete rib cycle
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!

is independent of x, Simihwly, the dimensionless temperature profile x-averaged in the same

manner leads to the conclusion that O0cyclc/0x= O. As mentioned in the discussion of fully

developed flow, this x.averaging is accomplished automatically via the specification of the

control-volume length so that O0cycl,_/0x= O0lOxffiO. This property, coupled with the

constant heat-flux and constant wall-temperature boundary conditions leads to the simplified

energy equations discussed in the following sections.

11.6 Constant tleat.Flux Ener_ Equation

The constant heat-flux boundarycondition is often encountered in practice in

applications such as counterflow heat exchangers with matched thermal capacities and in

electrical-heating applications, Electrical heating is also a popular method t'or producing and

maintaining constant heat-flux boundary conditions in laboratory experiments.

Solving Equation 28 fi_rT yields

r = To - (To-T.)O (36)

Combining this with F¢4uation 31 results in

T= TO - ._-0 (37)

For constant heat flux, differentiating Equations 31 and 37 with respect to x, with _O/_x = O,

leads to

__a%. aT.
ax am am

An energy balance on the section of tube shown in Figure 6 results in Equation 39,

h(2nRdx)(To- T.) " O U. (nR2)codr., (3,.})
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Flow
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FIg.6 Controlvolumeillustratingtheenergybalanceon
an InfinitesimallenRthof heatedtube.

Rearrangingand notingthe resultof Equation38 yields

at, 2h(r0-r.)aT. (40)
ax pU.e£

Defining the Nusseltnumberas

N. o h_._DDo h(2e) (4t)
K K

and substituting into Equati()n40 results in

.-_ • U.R2 Nu (To- T.) (42)

Using this expressionfor _T/_x in the energyequation(26) produces

Nu,_KF4r
....2R.....Lg--;ere-_ - p,,_._,..'o_M.(_o-r.)

(43)

,.K_ _- -0
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Equation 30 m,._ybe differentiated with respectto y in ten'nsof the dimensionless

variable_ = y/R, resulting in Equation44.

Introducingthenormalizedvariables0 = u/Um,L = L/R,PA = FAR, andI'= r/R= I -_ and

substitutingEquation44 intoEquation43 yields,afterconsiderablealgebra,

From the thermally developed flow property o_Oit)x= O, it follows that _)O/O_,= dOld_, and

because the remaining terms within brackets are at most a function of 9, the partial

diflbrential equation simplifies to tm ordinary differential equation, given by

Nu'"_O'2LS,13'taN"""PI"_['13'(l+Kr_ _c_''.0 (46)

The normalized boundaryconditionsbecome

y -o, o -o
(47)

,9-I, --do-o
d:

Definingthe eddyconductivityparameteras

Kr 14_)L" = P_, 1+-_

and normalizing the temperature profile by the tube Nusselt number such that

0 . ---O (491
Nu
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the constant heat-flux energy equation (46) then becomes Equation 50:

0,, +_._L'"6' - N%R_(t - y) 0 . .....lLa(l_.............=--_"....Y)_- 0 (._o)
t" 2£_yt'" L"

The boundaryconditions

y - o, 0 - o <5_)
O'y-l, -0

11.7 Comtant Wail.Temperature Energy Equation

The constantwall-temperatureboundaryconditionis encounteredin practical

applications,suchas single-componentevaporatorsandcondensers,Becauseof experimental

difficulties,it is not often usedin laboratoryexperiments, However, becauseof the heat-

/mass-transferanalogy,m_s-transfer experiments,suchas the naphthalenesublimation

technique of Mendes and Mauricio (1987), produce results that are analogous to constant

wall-temperature boundary conditions.

Differentiating Equation 36 with respect to x results in

o_r=or.o ,5:>

Combining this with Equation 39 and rearranging yields

Or. o _=.__
u. R__Vu(r0-7',) (53)



Substitutingthis constantwall-temperatureexpression for OT/o_xinto _uation 26 yields

2e LS"-'_(r°'T) " purp:p0 _' NU(_o-r,,)U_R_ (54)

Following the procedureused to obtain_uation 50 from Equation43, the energy equatic)n

for constantwall temperaturebecomes the following ordinarydifferentialequationin

dimensionless form:

L'" _j, Hu,_:_ (t - ._)0 . _,a(l - y)e - o (55)_// +

L" 2[SyL" L"

The boundaryconditionsare

9 =0, _ =O =0 (56)
_/ Ot 0
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SECTION III
EMPIRICAL CLOSURE

The equations in the previous section were derived with the concept that the

turbulentfluctuationsin the flow variables are averagedover time, so that all flow variables

are time-averaged quantities, The details of turbulence ate replaced by empirical models for

laT and KT via turbulencemodeling, Similarly, the details lost by spatially averaging the

roughnesseffects in the derivation of the governing equations must be replacedby appropriate

empirical roughness models, This section discusses the turbulence models for turbulenteddy

viscosity, _T,and turbulenteddy conductivity, KT, the roughness models for the roughness-

element dragcoefficient, CD, the roughness-elementNusselt number,Nuri b, and the blockage

factors, [3x and [3y,

111,1 Turbulence Models

III.1,1 Turbulent eddy viscosity. Turbulent closure lbr PTis achieved using the

two-band algebraic model suggested by Kays and Crawford(1980), In the neighborhoodof

the wall, the eddy viscosity, cast in terms of the Prandtlmixing length with van Driest

damping, appears as Equation 57,

157)

- ReD -.z .¢

L "0.4y - cxp A:

The A+ is an empirical damping constant, the value of which is indicative of the capacity of

the wall and viscous sublayer to damp out turbulent fluctuations. For zero-pressure-gradient

flows, a:,;well as for the slightly favorable pressure gradients associated with smooth-wall
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passage flow, the value of A. is traditionally taken to be 26. Farther out into the turbulent

core of the tube, _T is modeled by

_r _ 0.4 1 Re ° f_ (58)
2 6

Equation 57 is used from the wall out to the point where it gives the same value of laT/p as

Equation 58. From that point out to the tube centerline, Equation 58 is used.

111.1.2 Turbulent eddy conductivity. The turbulent eddy conductivity, KT, is

intimately tied to the turbulent eddy viscosity, PT, because energy and momentum transfer

processes in a turbulent flow are dominated by the turbulent fluctuations. For this reason and

to avoid postulating a separate energy-equation turbulence model, it is both convenient and

customary to define a turbulent Prandtl number, PrT, as

Pr r - ct' I_r (59)rT

which is directly analogous to the molecular Prandtl number

Pr - v _ cp p. (60)
K

With _tT/_talready determined from Equation 57 or 58, the turbulent eddy conductivity may

be modeled as

Kr _tr Pr- (61)
K I_Pr r

Note that Pr is a fluid property, independent of the flow field and indicative of the relative

transport properties of the fluid, while PrT is a flow-field property indicative of the

turbulence-generated transport properties of the flow field.

It is often appropriate to assume PrT = 1, because the turbulent-energy and

momentum-transport mechanisms are both driven by the fluctuating motions of turbulent

eddies. Indeed, this is one of"the bases for the celebrated Reynolds analogy for turbulent

flow discussed in many heat-transfer texts. However, although the turbulent-momentum and

energy-transport mechanisms are both a result of turbulent eddy fluctuations, the details of the
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mechanisms are not identical. As a result, PrT may vary slightly from unity and can vary on

a local level throughout the flow field,

This local variation of PrT in the various types of turbulent flows has not been fully

resolved. Because of experimental difficulty and uncertainty involved in determining local

turbulent Prandtl numbers, the information in the literature regarding this subject is sparse and

often inconsistent. Reynolds (1975) provides a good review of the literature on Prw.

For turbulent flow in a smooth tube, it has been found (Schlichting 1979) that PrT

decreases from a value of about 1 at the wall to a value of about 0.67 in the center of the

tube, Similar results have been reported for boundary-layer flow with PrT decreasing to 0.5

(Schlichting) at the edge of the boundary layer (or 0.7, as suggested by White 1991).

Measurements in turbulent jets and wakes (Schlichting) indicate that a turbulent Prandtl

number of 0.5 should be used for free turbulence.

In boundary-layer and passage flows, a common and very successful approach is to

assume an average, constant turbulent Prandtl number (White 1991) as in Equation 62.

Prr = 0.9 or 1.0 Pr > 0.7 (62)

This approach has also been applied successfully in the three-dimensional distributed

roughness models of Taylor et al. (1985a) and Taylor and Hodge (1992a, 1992b).

The interface between the main flow field and the separated flow behind a step or a

rib is essentially a free shear layer or mixing layer (see Bradshaw and Wong 1971). At the

point of reattachment downstream of the rib or step, the free shear layer impinges upon the

wall, bringing what was previously the central region of the mixing layer, along with its

characteristics, into close contact with the wall. Because the near-wall flow field over two-

dimensional fib-type roughness comprises numerous separated flows reattaching between fibs,

the flow is modeled as retaining some of the PrT characteristics of a free shear layer, rather

than increasing to unity at the wall. Thus, a constant value of PrT = 0.7, corresponding to the

experimental value for the centerline or core flow of a tube, is used for the present work.
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III.2 Roughness Models

III.2.1 Blockage factors. The blockage for three-dimensional distributed roughness

is a function of the roughness geometry only (Taylor and Hodge 1992a, 1992b) and does not

require empirical closure. However, due to the significant streamline curvature and the

separation/reattachment mechanisms present in the flow over two-dimensional rib roughness,

the blockage is a function not only of the roughness geometry, but also of the mechanics of

the flow field. Figure 7, after Lawn (1976) and Taylor et al. (1985b, 1989), shows a

simplified model of the flow separation and reattachment in the vicinity of the rib elements,

The ribs are situated sufficiently far apart that reattachment occurs between the ribs as shown,

Figure 7 also indicates that the separated regions upstream and downstream of each rib act

along with the rib elements as blockage to the flow. The blockage factors 13x and 13yare

easily determined, once the geometry of the separated regions is specified.

As suggested by Lewis (1975), the separation streamline on the upstream side of the

rib is modeled as a straight line extending from the separation point to the forward tip of the

rib. On the basis of the findings of Lawn (1976) and Good and Joubert (1968), the separation

point is taken to be one rib height upstream of the element. Similarly, the downstream

separation streamline is modeled as a straight line extending from the rearward tip of the rib

to the reattachment point. The downstream reattachment point is taken to be 7 rib heights

downstream.

Flow x
L

w _-7 k ----'"

/_// //

Reattachment point
_--Separated Flow Regions

Fig.7 Simplifiedflow modelof separationand reattachmentmechanism.
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In Taylor et al. (1985b, 1989), _ is taken to be 5. A more detailed model for _,,

based on the experimental evidence of Faramarzi and Logan (1991) and Mantle (1966), is

used in this study. Faramarzi and Logan report that for a single roughness element (infinite

pitch-to-height ratios, L/k) the reattachment length, ),, is a strong function of width-to-height

ratio (w/k) when w/k is less than about 2 and is essentially constant for w/k greater than 2.

Their findings also indicate that ), is independent of passage Reynolds number. Mantle

investigates the effect of L/k on _, for square ribs (w/k = 1). He reports that reattachment

does not occur for L/k less than 6.6 and that for L/k between 6.6 and 12, Y is essentially a

constant value of 4. His values of Y increase from 4 to 8.5 as L/k increases from 12 to 28

and remain constant at 8.5 for larger values of L/k. Faramarzi and Logan report a value of ),

= 9.1 for a square rib of infinite L/k. Based on these references, _,is modeled by

Y " _'w YkL (63)
Ya

where _w is the reattachment length of a single roughness element based on the actual w/k

ratio (Faramarzi and Logan), _L is the reattachment length of a square element based on the

actual L/k ratio (Mantle), and ]'ss is the reattacl_ment length of a single square roughness

element (Faramarzi and Logan), The variations in _w and _'ss are approximated by the

following linear curve-fits of the data presented by Faramarzi and Logan:

,,: ,64,
Ym -- 9,1
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Similarly, the variation in the 71, data presented by Mantle is approximated by

:4; 6.6 _;(TL.] < 12?r
(65)

'it.= 0.3667(k/- 1.0672; 12 < (ki s 28

With the geometry of the separated regions thus specified, the blockage factor _y,

previously defined as the fraction of area open to flow in the radial direction, is seen by

examination of Figure 7 to be

d
13y= I -- L (66)

d ffiw + (? +l)(k-y)

The axial blockage factor, _x, is more difficult to visualize. For some x locations, the flow is

completely blocked below the crest of the ribs, while for other x locations there is zero

blockage. However, due to the inherent x-averaging process employed in the derivation of

the governing equations, the blockage factor [3x is an averaged quantity that does not vary in

the streamwise direction (i.e., c)[_x/c3x= 0). Averaging fix over a rib cycle fi)r any y location

below the crests of the ribs reveals that

1 d

=zf,. : '--L= 13y (67)

Above the crests of the ribs, both Bx and _y are equal to I.

111.2.2 Rib-element form-drag coefficient. The detailed local pressure

measurements of Lawn (1976) show that the fluid flowing over a rib element results in a

nearly constant low pressure on the leeward side of the rib, while the pressure on the

windward side decreases t'rom the base of the rib to the tip, A direct result of this local
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windward-to-leeward pressure difference is a local drag force on the element, which may be

cast in terms of a local drag coefficient defined as

P - Pb
CO -

l u 2 (68)i p

which is based on the local velocity, u, the local windward-side pressure, P, and the

essentially uniform leeward-side pressure or base pressure, Pb'

Good and Joubert (1968) point out that although drag coefficients for bluff bodies

immersed in a free stream are essentially constant for all Reynolds numbers above a few

thousand, the drag coefficient of a bluff body attached to a wall and immersed in its turbulent

boundary layer is Reynolds-number-dependent. Although they do not present a local drag

coefficient, C D, of the form of Equation 68, Good and Joubert do present empirical relations

for a base-pressure coefficient, Cp,b , and windward-side pressure coefficient, Co,w , which tbr

the purposes of the present work are combined to form a single local pressure coefficient, Cp,
defined as

c, = - v-e1 .2 (69)

This local pressure coefficient, Co, takes on the functional form

where C 1 and C2 are experimentally determined constants. The constants presented by Good

and Joubert correspond to various configurations of a single, two-dimensional bluff plate

attached to a wall. Such configurations do not correspond to repeated two-dimensional ribs

with in-tube flow, and the authors are unaware of any other works that provide functional

relations for local pressure coefficients of repeated-rib elements. Therefore, the values of C l

and C2 utilized in this study are determined by numerical experimentation to provide the best

agreement with the data sets of Webb et al. (1971), to be examined later.
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Good and Joubert reference the pressure coefficient given in Equations 69 and 70 to

the friction velocity, a parameter having the units of velocity,

U' = ,V _w (71)

The friction velocity is used extensively to interpret turbulent flow profiles and provides a

basis for the inner-region dimensionless wail coordinates. The bracketed term in Equation 70

is actually the dimensionless wall-coordinate y+ = yU*/v at the location y = k, The particular

friction velocity used by Good and Joubert is that which would exist on the smooth wall if a

bluff plate were not present. The utility of using the smooth-wall friction velocity is that

dimensionless velocity profiles and friction',d characteristics of smooth walls have been

extensively studied and documented. By defining a reference friction factor, ff,ref, as the

friction factor that would exist in a smooth tube at the same Reynolds number as the

particular rib-roughened tube under consideration and combining the definitions of friction

velocity, Equation 71, and friction factor, Equation 12, the friction velocity for in-tube flow is

expressed as

(72)

_ z

Equation 70 may then be cast as

The reference friction factor, ff,ref, is calculated from the Swamee-Jain (1976) approximation

by specifying zero roughness:

0,0625
_rq" = 2

log([R_o0.9 ) ]5,74 (74)
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The local drag c_fficient, C D, is then related to the local pressure coefficient, Cp, by

the expression

where the local normalized reference velocity, tlref, is defined, in similar fashion with the

reference friction factor, as the velocity profile for a smooth tube at the same Reynolds

number as the rib-roughened tube under consideration. In the present :malysis, the reference

velocity profile is obtained from the dimensionless one-seventh power-law approximation

gI_ _' 1.224(,9)V7 (76)

111.2.3 Rib-element Nusselt number. The heat-transfer augmentation due to the

presence of rib roughness is often expressed as the ratio of the mean heat-transfer coefficient

for the rib-roughened tube to the mean heat-transfer coefficient of a smooth-wall tube at the

same Reynolds number (see, for example, Berger and Hau 1979', Liou and Hwang 1992). It

is, therefore, convenient to express the local element Nusselt number, NUrib, in terms of the

smooth-wall Nusselt number multiplied by a rib enhancement factor, Er. The smooth-wall

Nusselt number is calculated from the Dittus-Boelter equation (Holman 1986, for example),

so that NUrib may be expressed as

NUrl b = 0.023 Er ,_D 0'8 Pr °'4 (77)

Rather than attempting to account for the local variation of heat-transfer coefficients

over the rib surface, NUrib is treated as a constant over the rib surface. An average-element

heat-transfer coefficient model should be less sensitive to rib geometry and Reynolds number

than a local-element heat-transfer model. According to Liou and Hwang (1992), the average

value of Er is approximately 2. The data of Berger and Hau (1979), Lewis (1975), and Sato

et al. (1992), however, suggest an average value of Er ,, 3. In the present analysis, the value

of Er is taken to be 3.
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Alternative methodsof modelingthe rib-elementheat.transferc_fflcient are

discussed,and comparedwith the presentmethod,in Appendix A,



SECTION IV
SOLUTION PROCEDURE

With the specificationof constant-pr_pcrly, incompressibleflow, the momentum

equation is uncoupled from the energyequationand may be solved independently. In this

analysis, the momentum equation is first solved to determine the friction factor and velocity

profile, The velocity profile is then used in the solution of the energy equations,

IV, I Momentum Equation

Since there are two unknowns, the friction factor, It, and the velocity profile, 0(_'), in

the momentum equation, an additional equation is requital. This equation is provided by

applying conservation oi' mass over the tube cross section

pu.s.f. ,78)

which for a circulartube becomes

Ra ° 2 fR _x u r dr (79)u., J0

Rearrangingandexpressingin termsof dimensionlessv_u'iahlesyields

o I o 2_._13_a(l -.9)_ c_()ioU

The friction factor, fr, and velocity profile, 0(9), are then determined using the

following procedure:

i. Specify the tube Reynolds number, ReD, and roughness geometry (I(, ¢, and _).

2. Use the smooth-wall friction factor from F_uation 74 as an initial low-side

estimateof fr'

3, Using the estimated value of fr, compute0(_) using the finite-difterence

procedure in Appendix B. Then calculate Qmfrom this vel,_city profile.

4, Repeat step 3, this time using a high-side estimate of ft.



5, Steps2-4 producevaluesof Om that boundI, Use the methodof false positionto

generate_tter estimatesof"fr to use in step3, iteratinguntil 0.i = I.

i%2 Energy Equation. Constant Ileut Flux

With the velocity profile obtained from the solution of Equation46. the momentum

equation,the constantheat-fluxenergyequation,F_luation50, may then be solved directly for

_iusingthe finite-differencemethodgiven in Ap_ndix B, The Nusseltnum_r is determined

using the requirementthat the mean valueof the dimensionlesstcmpenztureequalsunity,

e. oNu6. o2Nufo'p,a([

or

Nu. _-I 182)

IVJ Energy Equation - Constant Wall Temperature

E_Lluation55, the constantwall-temperatureenergyequation,cannotbe solveddirectly

for 0 _cause it also containsO. The solutionis obtainedin an iterative mannerby using

a.,_sumedprotiles t'or 0 and solving I'orO, usingtile following procedure:

I. Assume an initial pro)file l',)r 0 = 0 I, An excellent st_ning profile is the const_mt

heat-flux profile from Section IV.2. This profile is easily obtainedby setting

01 = I for all y, which artiticially forces [kluation 55 to _come identical to

Equation50,

2, Solve _uation 55 for O,using the assumedOprofile and the finite.dil'lerence

procedureoutlined in Appendix B.

3. Compute Nu l'r,)m l:klu_dions81 _md_2, using0 from step 2.

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3, using the new assumedprofile 0 i = Nui. I _i.I, until a

consistent value ()t' Nu is ¢)htaincd. Usually, fewer th=mthree ilerations _tre

required.
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SECTION V
CALIBRATION AND COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTS

This sectiondiscussesthecalibrationandvalidationcd"tile discrete-element

roughnessmodel and comparesits predictionswith clu.ssicalsmooth-wall results and

appropriatecases from the experimental data sets of Webbet al. (!9'71), Bergerand Hau

(1979), Mendes and Mauriclo (1987), and Baughn and Roby (1992). AppendixC contains

detailed informationabout the experimentaldata and the rib geometry for each surface

considered,

V.l Smooth Wall

In order to verify the generalsolution procedureand computercoding, the model was

compared with classical smooth-wall solutions for both laminarand turbulentflow. The

computerprogramcan be u_d to predictsmooth.wall friction factors and Nusselt numbersby

specifying a vanishingly small roughness.

! Table1showsa comparisonof thecomputedpredictionswiththeclassicalsmootll.

wall laminarsc)lutionsgivenby KaysandCrawford(1980), Theagreementis perlbctfor the

directsolutionsof ff andNuHandexactwithintheconvergencelimitsof the iterativesolution

l'or NuT, Thistestdemonstratesthat the solutionprocedureis c_)rrectandcc)dedi_r_perly.

To testthe solutionprocedureandcodingof the turbulencemodel,the programis

validated against the classical results for the turbulentsmooth-wall case by

TABI,EI - l,amlnurFlowComparl_ms
.... .... :- -:-: ....... _ T _: ,Hi,m i i ,,HH i ImilH JJ _ _ lit__

Pre,_entPredictions ClassicalSolut.ms
iH iJHi H i i irj i i i HlllH,,,,, _,_J_,,,____',l_ :_ _ L_ I/ [, ILUJ I I L,ll IH -.

ReD ff NUll NuT fl=lOiReD Null NuT.... _-_ _........ - __. -..... i i , ,, r L _ ,,,I,, _,_,,u_:,:__,,,,,,______,,.__._.z,,,,_,,,,,_.

10110 0,01611 4.3¢_4 3f)54 (),016 4,364 3r_SM

2000 O.OOMO 4364 3,fi54 O.()()g 4,3fl4 ,_.05M
i illl i i ill ill ii illill I i i L____ L .... : ..... I[ J i



,specifyinga vanishingly._mullroughne,s,s,Fora wmishingiysmallroughness,thewllucof

constantsCI andC..in Equation73are inconsequential,becausethedragforceonthe

vanishingly,_m_,llelementsapproache.szero, T_lkingA+ in tile turbulencemodelto I_ethe

traditionalwilueoI'26, the agreementwiththe Swanlee-Jain(107fl)expressionforfriction

factor,_,_shownin Figure8, isexcellent,A constantturbulentPr_dtl numl_,rforsmooth

wails(PrT = 0.g for Pr< I andPrT = 1.0for Pr> i) providesexcclientagreement,_s shown

in Figureg, withtheDittus-Boeltercorrelationfor Nusseltnumber(lh)Imani(_Hfl),The

Nusseltnumberpredictions._hownareforaPrandtlnumberoI"0.71and_ constanthe_it-l!ux

hound_rycondition.The excellentagreementfor the sln_oth-w_llturhulentc_tseverifiesthin

theturbulencemodelsandsolutionproceduresLLrecodedcorrectly,Calibration_mdv=did=ttion

ot"theroughnes`smodelarecon,sideredin theremaindero1'thissection.

V,2 Wehhet al, (19'/I)

Webbet _. (1971)providedmlextensivesetof heat-transferandfriction-i'uctordata

i'orfluidflow insidetul'_switha widerunic of rectanguh|rrih geometries.The friction

........Prediction
..... Correlation

O,t
t,b

,F
c O,Ol
O

10s tO4 tOs I0 a

Reynolds Number

Fig. 8 Comparbon of the smm_th.wull predlction_ with the Swantee-,luin (1976)
correlutlon.
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tO0

i
]

I0

...... Nu - 0,023 Re0't Pr0'4
---- Prediction

10_ i 04 10s ! 0e

Reynold| Humber

Fill.9 Compxlmnof thesmo_th.wallNumNItnumberprodictlonmwiththeDlttu_.
Boelterequation.

factorswere determinedwith air as the working fluid, without heat input, andthey were

basedon pressuredrop acrossthe entire lengthof the roughenedworking section. The heat-

transferexperimentswere conductedwith air (Pr = 0.71), water (Pr = 5,I), andn-butyl

alcohol (Pr = 21.7) underan electrically heated,constant heat.tlux boundarycondition.

Of _,;1the data sets examined, this is the most useful in calibrating the values CI and

C2 of Equation 73, because it provides the most extensive variation in rib geometries.

Figure l0 demonstrates the effects of varying the rib height, k, from very short ribs

(kiD = 0,01) to relatively tall ribs (kid = 0.04) while holding the rib width, w, the tube

diameter, D, and the rib spacing-to-height ratio, L/k, constant. Holding the rib width constant

also allows w/k to vary from w/k = 0.254 (a slender rib) to w/k = 1.0 (a square rib).

Figure I i shows the effects of varying the rib spacing from L/k = l0 to L/k = 40 while

holding the rib height, rib width, and tube diameter constant.
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Fig. 10 Comparisonof frictionfactor predictionswith the data of Webb et al.
(1971) for L/k = 10 andvaryingk/D and w/k ratios.
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Fig. II Comparison of friction factor predictions with the data of Webb et al.
(1971) for k/D = 0.02, w/k = 0.52, and varying L/k ratios.
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The values of C 1 and C2 that best model these data sets are

0,C_ = 2846 (83)

C2 : - 0.4 C1

Equation 83 is valid for all roughness geometries in Figures l0 and l l, with the

exception of the k/D = 0.01 geometry. For this geometry, the roughness height is of the

same order as the smooth-wall viscous sublayer thickness over the range of Reynolds

numbers examined. With most of the roughness element buried within the viscous sublayer,

it is expected that the drag mechanism is dominated by the viscous sublayer and should

deviate from Equation 83 because of the dominant effect of the viscous sublayer. The form-

drag characteristics begin to deviate from Equation 83 at values of k/D below about 0.02;

hence, the value of C 1 is adjusted when k/D is less than 0.02 by the following relation:

Cttau/) = Ct ( 1-0"4]19"661-_) (84)

Equation 84 is based on a relation given by Castro and Fackrell (1978), which relates the drag

coefficients of bluff plates attached to a wall (an arrangement they refer to as "fence" flow) as

measured in a wind tunnel, where the upper tunnel wall constricts the flow, to the drag

coefficient of the same "fence" located where the flow is not restricted by an upper wall.

Interestingly, their findings indicate that the drag-coefficient deviation is significant at low

values of fence-height to boundar./-layer thickness and relatively insignificant at high values

of fence-height to boundary-layer thickness. This is directly analogous to the deviation from

Equation 83 encountered only at values of rib height-to-diameter ratio below 0.02.

Equation 83 reveals that for modest k/D ratios (i.e., k/D > 0.02), rib geometries with

identical I.tk ratios exhibit similar form-drag characteristics regardless of the height-to-

diameter ratios or width-to-height ratios. Conversely, rib geometries of different L/k ratios

exhibit dissimilar form-drag characteristics, as demonstrated by the L/k dependence in

Equation 83. The model's treatment of all fib geometries of equal L/k ratios as similar in

roughness is consistent with the rib-roughness literature convention of defining geometrically

similar rib roughness. A family of rib geometries is geometrically similar if L/k is constant
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and the rib shape does not change. By this definition, the L/k = 10 rib geometries of

Figure l0 are not exactly geometrically similar, because the w/k ratio, and hence the rib

shape, also varies with k/D. This variation in rib shape, however, is insufficient to cause a

significant deviation from geometrically similar behavior. Otherwise, Webb et al. could not

have correlated their data with only one friction similarity function.

As demonstrated by Taylor et al. (1985a, 1992a, 1992b), the traditional smooth-wall

value of A+ = 26 in the van Driest damping function of Equation 57 is appropriate for the

three-dimensional distributed-roughness model. For the two-dimensional rib roughness, a

value of A+ = 26 also provides excellent agreement with the data in the hydraulically smooth

regime. The friction factor in this regime is dependent only on the Reynolds number because

the roughness is within the viscous sublayer. However, in the transitionally rough regime, in

which the friction factor depends on the roughness and the Reynolds number, the calculations

with A+ = 26 underpredict the data. Much better agreement is obtained by lowering the value

of A+ to 15 in this regime. In the fully rough regime, in which the friction factor is

independent of the Reynolds number, friction is no longer dominated by viscous shear, but by

the drag forces on the roughness elements. The value of A+ in this regime is relatively

unimportant, and satisfactory agreement is obtained with the data using any A+ of order 10.

The variation of A+ between the hydraulically smooth and transitionally rough flow

regimes is obtained by comparing the value of A+ required for good agreement in each

regime to the v_ue of the dimensionless inner-region coordinate k+, defined as the value of

y+ at ._ = _:, where y+ is given by

Y* - Re°
(85)

By referencing the value of k+ to the reference friction factor, ff,ref, the height of the ribs is

physically compared to what would be the viscous sublayer thickness in a smooth tube at the

same Reynolds number. The value of y+ at the edge of a smooth-wall viscous sublayer is

typically taken to be y+ = 5. For values of k. ,_ 5, the ribs are buried within the viscous

sublayer, the wall appears smooth to the flow, and excellent agreement is obtained by using a

value of A+ = 26. For values of k+ greater than 5, the lower value of A+ = 15 provides good
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agreement. The lower value of A. in the van Driest damping function required to obtain

good agreement in this flow regime forms the basis for the following hypothesis. When k. is

greater than 5, the ribs are taller than what would have been the viscous sublayer thickness if

the tube were smooth. At this point, the viscous sublayer in the tube has been destroyed, and

local turbulent shear layers with their own local viscous sublayers develop from the

reattachment points between each pair of ribs. This breaking up and restarting of local

viscous sublayers results in an overall reduction in the capacity to damp out turbulent

fluctuations near the wall, as demonstrated by the lower value of A..

A smooth transition between the hydraulically smooth regime and the transitionally

rough regime is provided by linearly varying A. from 26 at k. = 0 (the pure smooth-wall

condition) to 15 at k. = 5 (the transitionally rough regime). A. is held constant at 15 for

larger values of k.,

The smooth-wall value of A . is appropriate for the three-dimensional, distributed-

roughness model but inappropriate for the two-dimensional, rib-roughness model, because the

flow is fundamentally different for the two types of roughness. Rib-type roughness elements

cause streamline curvature as well as separation from and reattachment to the smooth wall,

while three-dimensional, distributed roughness elements allow the flow to pass around and

between the elements without forcing separation from and reattachment to the wall. Thus, a

three-dimensional roughness element may protrude up through the tube viscous sublayer

without destroying it, as would a two-dimensional rib.

The predictions plotted in the previously referenced Figures 10 and 11 were

generated by the discrete-element rib-roughness model after the above calibration procedure.

The excellent agreement with the data throughout the hydraulically smooth, transitionally

rough, and fully rough flow regimes over the wide range of rib geometries demonstrates the

overall validity of the momentum-equation roughness-model calibration.

Figures 12-14 present the comparisons of the Nusselt number predictions with the

data for the same rib geometries as in Figure 10, illustrating the effects of varying the k/D

ratio. The agreement is excellent, with the exception of the tallest rib geometry, k/D = 0.04,
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Fig. 12 Comparisonof Nusseltnumberpredictionswith the data of Webbet el.
(19'/1) l'orthe k/D = 0.01, L/k = 10 geometrywith variousPrandtlnumbers.
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Fig. 13 Comparisonof Nusseltnumberpredictionswith the data of Webb et el.
(1971)for the k/D = 0.02, L/k = 10geometrywith variousPrandtlnumbers.
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Ftg. 14 Comparison of Nusselt number predictions with the data of Webb et al.
(1971)for the k/D =0.04, L/k = 10 geometrywithvariousPrandtlnumbers.

which underpredicts the data by about 25%; even in this case, the predictions and the data are

still within reasonable agreement, considering that the accuracy of a typical heat-transfer

correlation is usually ±25% (Holman 1986). Figures 15 and 16 present comparisons of the

Nusselt numbers with the k/D = 0.02 geometry of Figure I 1 for L/k ratios of L/k = 20 and

L/k - 40, respectively. Again, the agreement is excellent. Examination of Figures 12-16

reveals that the relatively simple Nurib and constant PrT models discussed in Sections III.1

and III.2 reliably capture the heat-transfer effects of varying the rib height and rib pitch.

V.3 Berger and Hau (1979)

Berger and Hau (1979) used an electrochemical-analogue technique to measure the

mass-transfer distribution in tubes roughened with small square ribs for Reynolds numbers

ranging from 10,000 to 250,000 and Schmidt numbers ranging from 1,000 to 7,000. Friction-

factor data were not presented. By the mass-/heat-transfer analogy, the measured mass-

transfer coefficients represent constant-wall-temperature heat-transfer coefficients, with
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Fig. 15 Comparison of Nusselt number predictions with the data of Webb et al.
(1971) for the k/D = 0.02, l.Jk = 20 geometry with various Prandtl numbers.
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Fig. )[6 Comparison of Nusselt number predictions with the data of Webb et ai.
(1971) for the k/D = 0.02, L/k = 40 geometry with various Prandtl numbers.
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Schmidt numberscorrespondingto Prandtl numbers. The rib pitches tested by Berger and

Hau were L/k = I0, 7, 5, and 3; however, only the L/k = 10 case is considered appropriate

for comparison. Reattachment does not occur between ribs for the closely spaced rib

geometries of L/k = 3 and l./k = 5, and the validity of the present rib-roughness model for 6.6

< LA < 10 is uncertain.

Figure 17 presents a comparison of the predictionswith a correlationrepresenting the

L/k = 10 data set of Berger and Hau. For clarity, only the extremities of the Prandtl number

range are plotted. The agreement is acceptable over the Reynolds number range from I0,000

to 60,000, but the data are significantly overpredictedat higher Reynolds numbers (as muc:h

as 40% at Re = 250,000 for Pr = 7000). Given the very high Prandtl numbers, this is

considered to be reasonable agreement. Well-established smooth-tube heat-transt'er

correlations are typically valid over a small range of Prandtl numbers (the Dittus-Boelter

equation, for example, is only valid for 0.6 < Pr < 100). Even the considerably more

complicated Petukhov equation (Holman 1986) retains its superior 10%accuracy only up to

Prandtl numbers of 2000.

100000 _-_--_ . _--_, • ...... _ • _ • "_"' • '. ..... _ .... _......... ,._
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t/k- _o ,""
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Fig. 17 Comparisonof Nusseltnumberpredictionswith the data or Bergerand
Hau (1979),
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V.4 Mendes and Maurlclo (1987)

Mendes and Mauricio (1987) present friction-factor and heat-transt_r data fl_rtubes

roughened with ribs o1"various geometries (L/k ratios from 4 to 15 and k/D ratios oi' ().()._and

0,10) with Reynolds numbers ranging from 5,000 to 70,0()0. The naphthalene sublimation

technique utilized in these experiments yields m_s.transfer coe!'licients analogous to constant-

wall-temperature heat-transfer coefficients corresponding to a Prandtl number of 2.5, The

friction.factor data were taken from a set of brass test sections of identical geL_metryto the

naphthalene-coated test sections and were hased on the pressure drop between rib cycles,

Figure 18 shows a comparison between the friction-factor predicti()ns and the values

reported by Mendes and Mauricio as a function of L/k, The Reynolds number dependence is

not shown, because Mcndes and Mauricio found the friction fi|ctors t(_be essentially

independent of Reynolds number over the Reynolds number range investigated. The present

discrete-element model also predicts fully rough flow as characterized by an essentially

constant friction factor over the Reynolds number range. The rib geometries of L/k = 4 and

L/k = 6 do not allow flow reattachment between ribs and have, theret'ore, been omitted. The

agreement with k/D = 0.05 geometry is very good, although the predictions slightly
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Fig. 18. Comparison of friction factor predictions with the data of Mendes and
Mauriclo (1987).
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underpredictthedata. Theagreementis within4% at L_ = 8, decrea,_ingto about12%at

_=i5.

The agreement for the idD = O,I0 geometry is imperfect; the data are underpredicted

by about30% Thisk/D ratiois almostdoublethe largest,k/D = 0.056,for whichthe model

hasthusfar beenvalidated.Thetypicalflow regimeoverwhichthemodelh¢sbeen

successfulis oneof a constant-pressure-gradient,fully developedcoreFlowwithembedded

periodicFlowregionsextendingintothecoreflow abouttworib heightsabovethetipsof the

ribs (Berger and Hau 1979). It is expected that very tall fibs, such as k/D = 0.10, which

physically make up 36% of the cross-sectional area of the tube, produce a significant

periodicity within the core flow-field velocity. Such a periodic flow regime is still

compatible with the assumptions of fully developed flow (in the periodic sense, as discussed

in Section I1,2)and could be handled by determining rot'm-dragand reattachment-length

models appropriatefor such periodic variations in the core flow.

The Nusselt number comparisons for the same rib geometries are presented in

Figure 19. The predictions for the k/D = 0.05 geometry reflect the same trends as the data,
10000 ......
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& k/D,.0_05,Lil,= t5 .....
,_ k/D = 0 10, LI_ ,, 10
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10 _ 104 10_ 0 I
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Fig. 19. Comparisonof Nusseltnumberpredictionswith the data of Mendesand
Mauricio (198"/),
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but the dataare generally underpredictedby 10 to 20%, The model predictslower Nusselt

numbersfor thek/D = 0,10geometrythan for thek/D = 0,05,L/k = 8 geometry,whereasthe

data show that the k_ = 0,10 geometry attains the highest level of heat-transtbrenhancement.

Becausethevelocity-profileinformationobtainedin themomentunl-equationsolutionis

utilized in the energy.equationsolution,much of this disagreementmay be attributedto the

momentum-equationsolution, which (as shown in Figure 18) underestimatedthe friction

factorforthek/D= O.I0geometry,Thisalsosugge._tsthatanaccuratefriction-fact_Jrmodel

andcalibrationareneededifaccurateNusseltnumberpredictionsaretogenerated,

V.5 Baughnand Roby (1992)

BaughnandRoby(1992)conductedexperimentstodeterminethelocalandaverage

heat-transfercoefficientsofacirculm'-ribbedductwithsquareribswithheight-to-diameter

ratio(k/D)of0,0625andpitch.to-heightratio(L&)of18,Friction-factordatawerenottaken

in theseexperiments,TheaverageNusseltnumberdata (takenu.,_averagesfrom Figure6 of

BaughnandRoby)areplottedin Figure20, alongwith predictedvaluesfromthe present

discrete-elementrib-roughnessmodel,over a Reynoldsnumberrangefrom 25,000to6_,000.

Thepredictionsare in excellentagreementwith thedata.

t,/D ,,, 0 06
w/k ,,, I 0
LfI_ = 18

300

! //

. /
//_/ O Data

/. -_ Prediction

1O0 _- _---- -- -...................... ' ,........... , _--.
I04 10s

Reynold= Number

Fig.20 Comparisonof theNus_lt numberpredictionswiththedataof Baughn
andRoby(1992).
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SECTION VI
UNCERTAINTY AND RANGE OF VALIDITY

Whentheprogramdiscussedin this reportis usedin the predictionmodeto

determine the friction factor of a fib-roughenedtube geometry, the accuracy of the computed

resultdepends primarilyupontwo factors: (I) the uncertaintyof the model itself and (2) the

uncertaintiesof input variables, such as k, w, L, D and ReD, The model uncertaintyresults

from disagreementof the predictionswith the validationdata and experimentaluncertainty in

these data. The effects of uncertainties in the input variables, althoughan important issue in

design work, are beyond the scope of this investigation. Only the model uncertainty is

addressedhere.

The uncertainty associated with the empirical nature of the model itself is determined

by comparing the comput, _1results with accepted experimental data and well-known

solutions. Comparisons of the predictions with data from the heat-transferliterature indicate

thatthe current friction factor and Nusselt number model is consistently valid over the

following range of rectangular rib geometries: rib-height to hydraulic-diameterratios (k/D)

from 0.01 to 0.0625, rib height.to-width ratios {w/k) from 1 to 0.254, and rib pitch-to-height

ratios (L/k) from 10 to 40. The model is also valid for smooth tubes (k/D ratios approaching

zero and L/k ratios approaching infinity) if one uses tile typical smooth-wall turbulent Prandtl

numbers. The variation of PrT for k/D between zero and 0.01 and for L/k greater than 40

cannot be properly determined without further experimental data. However, the heat-transfer

characteristics of such geometries approach that of a smooth tube and, consequently, are of

little interest to the heat-exchanger specialist. The excellent agreement over the Prandtl

number range 0.71 < Pr < 21.7 demonstrates the model's ability to predict Pr dependence on

heat transfer. The very reasonable agreement with the very large Prandtl number (1000 < Pr

< 7000) data of Berger and Hau (1979) suggests that the model is valid over a much wider

Prandtl number range, although comparisons with additional data are necessary to substantiate

this claim. The data sets of Mendes and Mauricio suggest that the friction-factor model is not

valid for very large k/D ratios, where the core flow of the tube may be very strongly

influenced by the roughness. It is expected that the present model could be successfully



extendedtn suchflow regimesby adoptingreattachment-iengthand form-dragmodelssuitable

for suchflows, However,Figures18and i9 showthatthek/D = 0.10geometryprovidesan

almostnegligibleincreasein heat-transferenhancementhut a 240% increasein friction lector

as compared to the k/l) = 0.05 geometry ot' equal rib spacing. Such large kiD geometries

depart fromthe desirable characteristicsof potentially useful geometries and are c)f little

interest to heat-exchanger designers.

Within the ranges deemed valid above, the disagreement with the friction-factordata

is about 5%,except in the case of the k/D = 0.05, L/k = 15 geometry of Mendes and

Mauricio,where the disagreement is about 12%. The disagreementwith the Nusselt number

data is typically about 10%and at most 25%. The data sets used to validate the model have

an experimental uncertainty as well, which is estimated from experience with these types of

experiments to be ±5 to ±10% tbrboth the friction factor and Nusselt number. Combining

these uncertamtie._in a root-sum-squarefashion (Coleman and Steele 1989) results in overall

model unce_inties within the validation range of ±7 to ±16% for the friction factor and ±11

to ±27% for the Nusselt number, it is likely that the model is valid for k/D and w/k ratios

outside the above ranges, but such cases have not yet been validated.
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SECTION Vll
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A discrete-elementcomputational m_)delI'or the predictiono1'fully developed,

turbulent friction factorsand Nusseltnum_rs in tubeswith two-dimensional,rectangular,

rib.type roughness with the separation and reattachment mechanism has been successfully

developed, calibrated, and validated.

In comparisons of the computational results of' the model with appropriate data _ets

from the literature, the, fraction-factor prediction model shows very good to excellent

agreement throughout the hydraulically smooth, transitionally rough, and fully rough flow

regimes over a wide range of rectangular-rib geometries. Such agreement over the wide

range of roughness geometries and Reynold_ numbers examined demonstrates that the

momentum-exchangemechanisms of fully developed turbulent flow over two-dimensional rib

roughness have been successfully modeled. The very good agreement of the Nusselt number

prediction model over the same wide range of rib geometries, Reynolds numbers, and Prandtl

numbers indicates that the heat-exchange mechanisms have also been successfully modeled by

using the velocity profile obtainedt'rom the t'riction-factor/momentum.equationsolutionand

the relatively simply Nurih andconstantPrT models,

Basedon the resultsobtained in this investig_=ti,m,it i_ recommended t',_rfurther

study that the two.dimensional rib-roughness mc)delhe extended to c_therrih-rc)ughne,,,s

geometries, including the following:

1. Ribs of nonrectangularshape,

2, Closer rib spacingscorrespondingto the separationandrecirculation mechanism

(where the leewardseparatedtlow does not reattach between ribs but mergeswith

the windward separation zone of the following rib), and

3, Nontransverseribs (helix anglesc)therthan 9()'_),which induce a spiral comp,ment

to the tlow.

Also, some of the modeling refinement_proposed in Appendix A could he

incorporatedinto the presentmodel, as well as those (listed ab_)ve)consideredfor future
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investigation. However, much more detailed information is needed regarding local turbulent

Prandtl numbers and local rib heat-transfer distributions before these refinements can become

practical.
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6.5

APPENDIX A

ALTERNATIVE FORMULATIONS AND ROUGHNESS
MODELS FOR T_ ENERGY EQUATION

A.I Rib-Element Heat.Transfer Models

Alternatives to the rib-element heat-transfer model, Nurib = E r NUsmooth,discussed in

Section III.2 are presented in this Appendix, The i,,odei of Section Iii.2 was chosen for this

study, the first application of the 2-D rib-roughness discrete.element model to predict heat

transfer, in lieu of the more involved models below because (l) it is usually more effective to

begin the development of a new prediction method and program with a simple model and

refine the model as the development progresses, (2) the model yields amazingly good results

in spite of its simplicity, and (3) the more advanced methods examined below require more

detailed fib heat-transfer data than are currently available and/or extensive calibration of

empirical constants to fit the data. Because the turbulent Prandtl number has a dramatic

effect on the predicted h_at transfer, calibration of more complex rib heat-transfer models

may be futile until the PrT dependence has been unambiguously established.

The first suggested refinement to the NUrib model of Section III.2 is to use the

Petukhov equation (Holman 1986, for example), which has superior accuracy over a wider

range of Prandtl numbers, rather than the Dittus-Boelter equation t'orthe smooth-wall Nusselt

number, NUsmooth. However, NUrib is obtained by multiplying NUsmoothby an enhancement

factor, Er, which is highly subjective. The added complexity and computational overhead of

the Petukhov equation is not justified until the proper value of Er is determined. As a whole,

the infoimation from Liou and Hwang (1992), Berger and Hau (1979), Lewis (1975), Sato et

al. (i992), and Baughn and Roby (1992) indicates that Er varies with rib geometry, Prandtl

number, and tube Reynolds number, but the manner of variation is inconclusive.

A better way of modeling the rib element heat transfer, although less amenable to the

current rib-roughness heat.transfer literature, is to abandon the NUrib = Er Nusmoothconcept

and
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to specify that the average rib element heat transferfollows the same functionalform as that

of noncircularcylinders in cross-flow (Holman 1986, for example):

Nur_ " C Re_ Pr tf3 (A- I)

The rib Reynolds numberis

- - _1Reoa  A.2)v 2

where the characteristicvelocity, ilk, is the velocity averagedover the face of the element.

. (A-3)_t

Values of C and m for variousshapes of noncircularcylinders in a uniformcross-flow

abound(some are tabulatedin Holman 1986), but few experimentshave been carriedout for

noncircularcylinders immersed in boundarylayers(i,e,, flow over a rib-roughenedwall),

Implementationof this model would requireeitheran extensive experimental programto

determinevalues of C and m for ribs of differentgeometries immersedin boundarylayersor

an extensive matrix of numerical solutions with the current program, which would not be

effective unless the PrT variation is established.

A more fundamental approachwould be to develop a model for the local variation of

heat-tran_;fercoefficients over the surfaceof the ribs. Some experimenters (Baughn and Roby

1992, for example) have carried out experiments to determine the local rib-surfaceheat-

transfer variation, but much more data for different sizes and shapes of ribs under various

flow conditions are required before an accurate, local rib heat-transfer model can be

developed, The requireddetailed data may be alternatively determinedfrom Navier-Stokes

numerical calculations, such as those discussed by Arman and Rabas (1992),

The above models are suggested as future improvements to be made as more

information regardingturbulentPrandtl numberand local rib.element heat-transfer data

becomes available.
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A.2 AlternativeEnergy.EquationFormulations

If thearea()pento radialconduction,Arc,dueto thesmoothportionof thewall

betweentherihs isdividedinto two sections,suchthatonesectionisdueto conduction

ttlroughtheattachedflow regionbetweenthe elementsand the otheris due to conduction

throughthewindw_d and leew_d separatedzones,the generalenergyequation,_uation 26,

takesthe form

aT

(A.4)
• dT

where

p,.(_,3)(_,y) (a._)L,

now representsthefractionofareaopentoradialconductionthroughtheseparatedregionson

thewindwardandleewardsidesoftheribs,itisfurthermoreassumedthattheeddy

conductivityintheslowermovingHuidintheseparatedregionsisnegligible_scomparedto

that in theattachedflow region, This formulationof theenergyequationcanberearranged

andnondimensionali_din thesamemanneras tile constallt heat-fluxawl constant wall-

temperatureversionsof theoriginalformulationof Equation26, Theconstantheat-flux

version becomes

L'".L'"' O, Nu,,#A(Z- ._) 0 . p_a(z- ._)0u + .......................... = 0 (A-6)
L" *L"" 2[6_(L'" *L'") (L" *L'")

where

L" - P_y 1-_ (A-7)



and

/, "' ° r 13, (A-8)

This formulation was fi)und to be very sensitive to the reattachment length model, it

does, however, seem to be a more fundamental approach and should be reconsidered as more

accurate reattachment length models are developed.

Still another way to solve the heat-transfer problem is to formulate the energy

equation without roughness effects Iset _x = [Jy= I and NUrib = 0 in Equation 20f which

then becomes the familiar smooth-wall energy equation, This smooth-wall energy equation is

solved using the rough.wall velocity prolile obtained from the momentum equation solution,

The Nusselt number from this solution is then multiplied by an appropriate weighting factor

to obtain the augmented Nusselt number, NUAU(;,of the rib-roughened tube.

The heat transfer per rib cycle in a rib-roughened tube may be expressed in terms of

the augmented Nusselt number as

" XLN"AuoC%"T.) (A.9)

Following the approachof Lewis (1975), the heattransfer per rib cycle in a tube roughened

with rectangular ribs may also be expressed as

_1o° _K[ (L - w)Nuw,., klVuh,,,,_wNu,,p_ldVu,,_,](r o- r=) (A.lO)

Expressingthe Nusselt numbersfor the front, top, and rearsurfacesof the ribs as the wall

Nusseltnumbermultiplied by an appropriateweighting t'_ctor,e), the aboveequation may be

written as

#lo = TcKNu_[L +k(ut,_ +_,_,) +w(=_p- 1)] (T0-T m) (A-I 1)

Comparing _uations A-9 and A-II reveals that

L

In the above equations, NUwL_II is the Nusselt number obtained from the solution of the

smooth-wall energy equation by using the rough-wall velocity profile.
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Using weighting factors of {0front = t.0top = 4.0 and t.0rear -- 0.5 yields results

comparable to the results obtained from the equations developed in Section II.4 with the

roughness heat-transfer models of Section III.2. Although this method yields good results, it

is not used in this study, simply because it does not conform to the basic idea of the discrete-

element method of incorporating the roughness effects directly into the governing equations.
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APPENDIX B
THE IMPLICIT FINiTE-DIFFERENCE METHOD

The folh_wing implicit finite-difference method is repn,duced essentially unchanged

from Taylor and Hodge (1992a) and is included for ct_mpleteness.

The equations are written in the general form

w// + YLw/ + Y2w + Y3 = 0 (B-I)

where w = 0 for the momentum equation and w = 0 ft_r the energy equation. The prime

indicates differentiation with respect to 1"1= 2;.

The derivatives in Equation B-1 are approximated by finite-difference f_rmulas in the

grid network shown in Figure B-I. A geometrically expanding grid is used in the rl-directi_m.

The expanding-grid recursion formula is

A n I. = R(a 11)...t (B-2)

where R is a constant (taken here as R = 1,063), The first rl-step, Arllt, must be specified

and is taken here as Arll_ = 0.701 x 10"2. The expanding n-grid is chosen because it

concentrates the points near the surface where the gradients are the steepest. With R = 1.063,

Arl I, = 0.701 x i()"s, and N = 150, the largest 11value is unity, forcing 150 points to exactly

fit in the tube radius. On a typical run abuut half t_f the q-points are in the h_wer 5-1()% _f

the boundary layer.
n=N

n+l

° F
n-;

77

n=l

Fig, B-I Schematiclayoutof expandinggrid.
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The derivatives with respect to _ are approximated by using a three-point Lagrangian

interpolation formula. The dependent variable w is approximated in the range rl..i _ rl _ _.+1

by a Lagrangian polynomial

a.l

w(_) *' _ L_wl + E (B-a)
l-n-I

where

n+!

n (n - np
j=n-1

LI = . __,j,,',i.......... (rB.4)n+l

n (n,-nj)
j,n-1

j,,t

Taking the first and second derivatives of Eqm:tion B-3 and evaluating at 1"1= tin yields the

finite-difference formulae

_._l 2[w'J"'+Rw's" -(I +R)w'J]+E// (B-5)n (an):",+,R(.A_)_.,

o_vI [w,,.t,-R2Wn.l-(I ",.,,,,,,R2)W"],....+ E / (B-6)

where

t_TII,, = _ln.t - rl,,.

The errors can be shown to be as follows:

E'=-(l/6)w"(Arl),(Arl)n.t and
E" =- 1/12)w""(Arl),(Arl),+,.

The usefulness of the expanding grid is apparent. Near the wall, where the derivatives are

large, small values of Arl are required to _2ve small truncation errors. Far from the wall, the

derivatives are small, and larger ArI values are acceptable.
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Substituting and rearranging yields a system of N - 2 algebraic equations

A,w, m + Bnwn + Cnw,,.i = Dn (B-7)

where

n - 2, 3,..,, N-1

The coefficients A, B, C, and D are given by

An = 2..RR-_.__R2Yt (B-Sa)
St $2

2(1 + R) Y t(1 - R2) (B-Sb)_. " ....... + Y2
Sl $2

2 + YI (B-So)
C,'s-,

Dn = " Y3 (B-Sd)

where

St : (Arl)_ + R(Arl)__tand S_ = (A1'1).+ R2(_ rl)._t.

The N - 2 equations are linear if the terms A,, B,, C,, and D, are taken to be

constants at a station n, This is the case for the energy equations, Equations 50 and 55, and

for Equation 17, the laminar version of the momentum equation for smooth tubes. The

resulting set of algebraic equations can be solved directly, as discussed below. For turbulent

flow, the momentum equation is nonlinear because the eddy viscosity depends on the velocity

profile, and, for rough-wall flows, the drag-force term contains fi , ft. To overcome this

problem, the fc)lh)wing linearization procedure is adopted. The velocity pr{)file is initially

assumed to be the l/7-p()wer law, The eddy visc{)sity and the first O in the drag term are

determined based ()n this profile, The resulting linear set of equations is s{)lved fl}r a second

approximation to ft, This procedure is continued in an iterative manner until convergence is

attained.
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The equationsthatresultfromanexpansionofEquationsB-V areshown in

FigureB-2a.The valuewl isalwaysspecified,wt = 0,basedon thewallboundaryconditi()n

t'ortheparticularequation.However,thevaluewN isnotknown,and EquauonsB-7resultin

N - 2 equationsand N - I unknowns.The additionalequationisprovidedby theboundary

condition

-_I R"N"'[R2(_;2R+ I](__'I(2R+I)'_)N+ R' )N,

SolvingforWN gives

wH = (R+ I)a R2
2R+"'""_ wlv'l " 2R + I wN'2 (B-i())

These equations are transformed into an easily solved form, Figure B.2b, by the relations

B2 (a-I la)
C2

E2 ,, (D2 - A2W!) (B-l lb)q

_*n .="--*Bn - An n=3, N-2 (B-1 It)
C,, (C)',,-l)
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B2 C2 0 0 0 . , . w2 D2-A2wI

A_ B3 C3 0 0 , , 0 w_ D3

0 A4 B4 C4 .... 0 . ,

, , AN.2 BN.2 CN.2 wN.2 DN.2

0 ..... 0 AN.t BN.I wN.t DN.I-CN.

iWN
11 ,, , ,r

(a)

1 0 .... 0 w2 E2

0 _-3 I ...... w3 E3

t , o

, 1 0 . .

_N.2 1 wN.2 EN.2

(b)

Fig. B-2 Matrix from linearized equations; (a) trtdlagonal form and (b) transformed form,
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IAH.,- CM.,.2R..._+..1 (B.llc)
)'M-I" aN-t . CH-t (R . 1)2 .......... -_i.................................

2R+ 1 _'N-a

R_

)'_-a

The transformedequationsarc solved fi)r the w. valuesby startingat station N. 1

E_._ (B-12)
WN'I m

andback-substituting

w_ = _ - w".---._in - N-2,N-3,....2 (B.13)
An _,n
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APPENDIX C

EXPERIMENTAL DATA AND PROGRAM INPUT
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APPENDIX C

EXPERIMENTAL DATA AND PROGRAM INPUT

The data points in the graphical comparisons presented in Section V were carefully

scaled from figures presented in the referenced articles/papers. In this Appendix, each

tube/rib geometry is first identified by the tube designations used in this work and the

referenced works. The physical rib and tube dimensions used as program input are then

given, followed by the tabulated data pc)ints for the particular tube as read frt)m the figures ol'

the referenced works,
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Tubes of Webb ©t_, fl_71)

Tube Designation'

This work: WOlI0 (_ ,,,0.01, _ = i0, w/k tt 1.0)
Webb et al.: 01/I0 of Figure 6

Prp_ Input:

Rib width: w -" 0.38

Rib height: k = 0,3683
Rib pitch: L = 3.683
Tube diameter: D = 36,83

Ex_riment_ Data:

Tables C.l and C.2



if iLiiil_



m
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TABLE C-I - Friction Data for Tube W0110

Pt. ReD ft' Pt. ReD ft

1 6744 0.01332 8 32295 0,01966
2 8323 0,01493 9 408(10 0.02011
3 8520 0.01394 10 44799 0.02011
4 10035 0,01426 11 56597 0.02106

5 11546 0,01528 12 84214 0,02058
6 12385 0.01599 13 116821 0,02154

7 17586 0.01753 14 144177 0,02106

TABLE C-2 - Heat-Transfer Data for Tube Will 10

Pr = 0.71 Pr = 5.10 Pr = 21.7

Pt. ReD St Nu ReD St Nu ReD St Nu

1 6823 0.00545 26 7759 0.00233 92 6588 0.00102 146
2 0,00570 43 139200.00284 201 11018 0.00138 330

10515
3 13758 0.00584 57 222170,00290 329 17180 0.00146 544
4 17586 0,00597 75 34641 0.00280 495 29412 0.00138 880
5 28068 0.00625 125 614220,00244 766 55939 0.00117 1425
6 44799 0.00611 194 99187 0.00215 1090 96895 0.00105 2201
7 74924 0,00570 303 ............
8 94656 0,00545 366 ............
9 119584 0,00520 442 ............
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Tube Designation:

This work: W0210 (k/D = 0.02, L/k = 10, w/k = 0.52)
Webb et al.: 02/10 of Figure 6 and Figure 7

Program Input:

Rib width: w = 0.38

Rib height: k = 0.7366
Rib pitch: L = 7.366
Tube diameter: D = 36.83

Experimental Data:

Tables C-3 and C-4
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TABLE C-3 - Friction Data for Tube W0210

Pt. ReD It, Pt. ReD ff

1 6903 0.02648 10 48054 0.03649
2 7234 0.02935 11 5 !545 0.03566

3 862t,I 0.02935 12 65119 0.03415
4 10035 0.03144 13 67443 0.03608
5 10153 0.03180 14 94656 0,03446
6 13920 0.03330 15 120990 0.03566
7 14084 0.03446 16 122413 0.03734
8 25563 0.03486 17 123852 0.03734
9 35460 0.03566

TABLE C-4 - Heat-Transfer Data for Tube W0210

Pr = 0.71 Pr = 5.10 Pr = 21.7

Pt. ReD St Nu ReD St Nu ReD St Nu

1 6436 0.00823 38 8131 0.00414 172 6903 0.00188 281
2 10764 0,00872 67 12385 0.00386 244 10890 0.0018 i 429
3 17586 0.00862 !08 22217 0.00345 390 16783 0.00166 603
4 28068 0.00823 164 40800 0.00294 61 ! 29758 0,00144 932
5 44799 0.00751 239 56597 0.00256 738 55289 0,00123 1475
6 74924 0,00670 356 86206 0,00102 1914
7 92469 0.00640 420
8 114122 0.00597 484
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Tube Designation:

This work: W0410 (_ = 0.04, L/k = 10, w/k = 0.252)
Webb et al.: 04/10 of Figure 6

Program Input:

Rib width: w = 0.38

Rib height: k = 1.4732
Rib pitch: L = 14.732
Tube diameter: D = 36.83

Experimental Data:

Tables C-5 and C-6
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TABLE C-5 - Friction Data for Tube W0410

Pt. ReD ft Pt. ReD ft"

1 6903 0.05904 I0 39857 0.05904
2 8323 0.06181 11 40800 0.05770
3 8520 0.05904 12 44799 0.06041
4 10272 0.06041 13 54012 0.06324
5 13284 0,06041 14 55289 0.06041
6 13920 0.06041 15 86206 0.06!81

7 20234 0.06041 16 99187 0.06181
8 29412 0.05770 i7 103934 0.06181
9 37158 005904 18 114122 ().06041

TABLE C-6 - Heat.Transfer Data for Tube W0410

Pr = 0.71 Pr = 5.10 F'r = 21.7

Pt. ReD St Nu ReD St Nu ReD St Nu

1 6666 0.01 !87 56 7492 0.00486 186 0)03 0.00228 342

2 8620 0.01083 66 14586 0.00414 308 12677 0.00194 535

3 11018 0.01083 85 35460 0.00325 589 24395 ().0016(, 876

4 18002 0.00966 123 82269 0.00247 1037 46398 0.00133 1341

5 28068 0.00882 176 85205 0.()()110 2026

6 46398 ().0()804 265

7 74924 0.00717 382

8 101533 0.00655 472

9 125308 0,00640 569
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Tube Designa,tionj

This work: W0220 (k/D = 0.02, L/k = 20, w/k = 0.52)
Webb et al.: 02/20 of Figure 7

Prozmm Input:

Rib width: w ---0.38

Rib height: k = 0.7366
Rib pitch: L = 14.732
Tube diameter: D - 36.83

Exoerimen.tal Data"

Tables C-7 and C-8
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TABLE C-7 - Friction Data for Tube W0220

Pt. ReD ft Pt. ReD ft"

1 6512 0,02011 8 44799 0.02648
2 8036 0,02255 9 54012 0,027(}9
3 10890 0.02361 10 82269 0.02772

4 13598 0.02416 11 101533 0,02804
5 18428 0.02472 12 125308 0.02902
6 23831 0.02529 13 142501 0.02902
7 30108 0.02588 14

TABLE C-8 - Heat-Transfer Data fi)r Tube W0220

Pr = 0.71 Pr = 5.10 Pr = 21.7

Pt. ReD St Nu Reo St Nu ReD St Nu

1 6744 0,00713 34 7580 0.00346 134 6588 0.00157 225
2 10515 0.00754 56 13920 0.00331 235 11018 0.00150 359
3 17586 0.00729 91 34641 0.00273 482 16980 ().00140 517
4 27742 0.00681 134 59306 0,00231 697 29758 0,00123 79 I
5 44799 0,00637 203 101533 0.00195 1()()8 54012 0.00106 1240
6 74924 0.1)0575 306 94656 0,001187 1794
7 94656 0,00544 365
8 119584 0,00514 436
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Tu_ Designation:

This work: W0240 (k/D = 0.02, L/k = 40, w/k = 0.52)

Webb et al.: 02/40 of Figure 7

Program lnout:

Rib width: w = 0.38

Rib height: k = 0.7366
Rib pitch: L = 29.464
Tube diameter: D = 36.83

i

Experimental Data:

Tables C-9 and C- 10
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TABLE C-9 - Friction Data for Tube W0240

Pt, ReD ff Pt. ReD ft_

1 6512 0.01493 10 24395 0,01694
2 6903 0,01528 11 30820 0,01713
3 8323 0,01563 i 2 44278 0.01713
4 8323 0.01637 13 44799 0,01694

5 8520 0.01563 14 51545 0.01733
6 11018 0,01655 15 79434 0.01773
7 13758 0,01674 16 99187 0.01794
8 18002 0.01637 17 12531)8 0,01835
9 23554 0.01674 18 140845 0,01878

TABLE C.10 - Heat-Transfer Data for Tube W0240

Pr = 0.71 Pr = 5.10 Pr = 21.7

Pt, ReD St Nu ReD St Nu ReD St Nu

1 7492 0.00582 31 7943 0.00273 111 6436 0,00117 164
2 10515 0.00609 45 144)84 0,00258 185 11958 0,00117 304
3 17586 0.00582 73 21452 0,00247 270 24972 (),()1,_106 573
4 27101 0,00544 105 33841 0.00223 385 44799 0,0()091 888
5 44799 0.00497 158 59306 0,00188 569 90332 0.00073 1429
6 74924 0.00454 241
7 98034 0.00429 299
8 119584 0,00405 344
9 145872 0.00387 401
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Tubes of BerRerand Hau (!979)

Tube Desiznation:

This work: BH03610 (k/D - 0,036, L/k = 10)
Berger and Hau: p/e = 10, Figures 1(a),3,4,5 and 6

Prozram Input;

Rib width: w = 4
Rib height: k ---4
Rib pitch: L = 40
Tube diameter: D = 110

Experimental Data:

Equation 3 of Berger and Hau:

StK = 0.281Re-0,305Sc -o._7 (C- 1)

or

Nu - 0.281 Re_'695Sc °'33 (C-2)



Tubes of Men Oes and Mauricio (1987)

Tube Designation:

This work: MM0508 (k/D = 0.05, L/I, = 8)
Mendes and Mauricio: H/D = 0.05, P/H = 8 of Figures 4 and 7

Program_Input:

Rib width: w = 1

Rib height: k = 2.25
Rib pitch'. L = 18
Tube diameter: D ---45

Exoerimeqt_l Data:

TABLE C-II - Friction and Heat-Transfer Data for
Tube MM0508

Point ReD fD tf = fD/4 Sh = Nu
I II III I I III i ii II tllll II 111111 i ..... i I i I IIIIIII I

1 5508 !25
2 8268 149
3 11340 193
4 21331 0.3233 0,0808 295
5 35272 420
6 46542 524
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Tube Designation:

This work: MM0510 (k/D = 0.05, L/k = 10)

Mendes and Mauricio: H/D = 0.05, P/H = 10 of Figures 4 and 7

Program lnout:

Rib width: w = 1

Rib height: k - 1.8

Rib pitch: L = 18
Tube diameter: D = 36

E.xperimental Data:

TABLE C-12 - Friction and Heat-Transfer Data for
Tube MM0510

Point ReD fD ff = fD/4 Sh = Nu

l 7037 129
2 10563 174
3 14488 224
4 27607 0.3057 0,0764 359
5 42525 494
6 57577 637
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Tube Designation:

This work: MM0512 (k/D = 0.05, L/k = 12)

Mendes and Mauricio: H/D = 0.05, P/H = 12 of Figures 4 and 7

Program Inout:

Rib width: w = 1

Rib height: k = 1.5

Rib pitch: L = 18
Tube diameter: D = 30

Experimental Data:

TABLE C-13 - Friction and Heat-Transfer Data
for Tube MM0512

Point ReD fD ft"= fD/4 Sh = Nu

1 8005 139
2 12491 187
3 17693 238
4 32228 0.2819 0.0705 368
5 50611 531
6 68526 662
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Tube Designation_:

This work: MM0515 (k/D = 0.05, L/k = 15)

Mendes and Mauricio: H/D = 0.05, P/H = 15 of Figures 4 and 7

Program Input:

Rib width: w = 1
Rib height: k = 1.2

Rib pitch" L = 18
Tube diameter: D = 24

Experimental Data:

TABLE C-14 - Friction and Heat.Transfer Data for
Tube MM0515

Point ReD fD _ = fD/4 Sh = Nu

1 9904 156
2 13152 189
3 22606 278
4 41442 0.2551 0.0638 425
5 59464 559
6 71690 698
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Tube Desijznation:

This work: MMI010 (k/D = 0.10, L/k = 10)

Mendes and Mauricio: H/D = 0.10, P/H = 10 of Figures 4 and 7

Pro_r_ Inout:

Rib width: w - l

Rib height: k = 1.8
Rib pitch: L = 18
Tube diameter: D --- 18

Experimen,t_ Data:

TABLE C-15 - Friction and Heat-Transfer Data for
Tube MMIOIO

Point ReD fD ff = fo/4 Sh = Nu

1 12984 213
2 16166 276
3 22461 299
4 23497 0.7366 0.1842 345
5 26905 436
6 47758 58!
7 50939 608
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T_,_ of BauRhn and Robv_(1992)

Tube Designation:

This work: BR0618 (k/D = 0.0625, L/k = 18)

Baughn and Roby' Ribbed duct

ProlzramInout:

Rib width: w = 0.3125

Rib height: k = 0.3125
Rib pitch: L = 18
Tube diameter: D = 5.0

Experiment_ Data:

The following data are average values from Figure 6 of Baughn and Roby.

TABLE C-16 - Heat-Transfer
Data for Tube BR0618

Point ReD Nu

I 23600 130
2 35500 180

3 59400 240
4 63400 270






